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Revised Level Statements following Guttman Analysis  
 

Skills/items (from Guttman Analysis Levels/Big ideas 

identified 

Identifies elements of the response 

Presents supporting sentences in paragraphs 

Uses both past and present tense throughout 

Uses both active and passive voice  

Makes concrete assertions 

Places examples that are relevant to text in response 

Identifies link between evidence and ideas of text 

Names literary techniques used in text 

Groups sentences containing related information in paragraphs 

Identifies the point theme of paragraph in topic sentence 

 

1. Selecting and 

identifying aspects 

of texts 

Inserts quotations from the text 

Describes how selected examples/quotations illustrate point 

Describes how technique/s communicate writer’s ideas to reader 

Develops point/theme identified in topic sentence 

 

2. Applying and 

describing features 

of the text 

 

Orders the paragraphs so that each builds on from previous 

Restates the point of view in concluding sentence of paragraph 

Links back to beginning of paragraph in concluding sentence of paragraph 

Sustains present tense when writing about the text 

 

 

3. Linking and 

organising aspects 

of texts 

 

Applies active voice to make direct statements 

Summarises the points made 

Summarises the point/theme of the paragraph 

Integrates key words/synonyms into topic sentences 

 

4. Summarising 

Analyses how examples of technique/s affect reader’s response to ideas of 

writer 

Summarises how techniques affect the reader’s response to the text’s ideas 

Analyses how words/phrases in selected examples of technique/s affect reader’s 

response to writer’s ideas 

Synthesises the main points to formulate new interpretation 

Analyses the significance of the paragraph’s point to the overall response 

Synthesises the use of quotations into point being made 

 

5. Analysing aspects 

of text and 

synthesising   

 

 Hypothesises how the text’s ideas may be relevant to personal or modern 

context 

Evaluates the effectiveness of the techniques on the reader/viewer 

Varies use of active and passive voice depending on purpose 

Manipulates modality to indicate levels of uncertainty, producing objective tone 

Evaluates the impact of the technique on the reader’s response to the writer’s 

ideas 

Theorises about the general principles emerging from the text that may apply to 

their own lives  

6. Evaluating and 

theorising about 

texts 
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